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Observation of amplitude and phase in ridge and
photonic crystal waveguides operating at
1.55 �m by use of heterodyne scanning

near-field optical microscopy
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We apply heterodyne scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) to observe with subwavelength reso-
lution the amplitude and phase of optical fields propagating in several microfabricated waveguide devices
operating around the 1.55 �m wavelength. Good agreement between the SNOM measurements and pre-
dicted optical mode propagation characteristics in standard ridge waveguides demonstrates the validity of
the method. In situ observation of the subwavelength-scale distribution and propagation of optical fields in
straight and 90° bend photonic crystal waveguides facilitates a more detailed understanding of the optical
performance characteristics of these devices and illustrates the usefulness of the technique for investigating
nanostructured photonic devices. © 2005 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 040.2840, 120.5050, 180.5810, 230.7370.
Photonic nanostructures, and in particular photonic
crystals (PCs), provide a number of possibilities for
developing novel devices based on near-field optical
phenomena, as well as for monolithic integration of
large-scale photonic systems.1–3 However, as many of
these devices depend on the subwavelength-scale lo-
calization of optical fields, traditional far-field char-
acterization techniques are incapable of fully captur-
ing the propagation characteristics of light in such
structures. Scanning near-field optical microscopy4,5

(SNOM) provides the ability to observe directly the
optical fields propagating in a photonic structure
with subwavelength resolution and has been applied
to investigate PC resonators and various other
devices.6,7 In heterodyne SNOM, light collected by
the scanning probe is combined with a frequency-
shifted reference beam to permit simultaneous mea-
surement of the local amplitude and phase of the
probed field.8–10 This technique has been used to
characterize several devices, including periodically
structured waveguides11 and structured optical
fibers,12 demonstrating the usefulness of SNOM for
the detailed characterization of optical field propaga-
tion inside microstructured waveguides. In this Let-
ter, we apply this technique to investigate microfab-
ricated ridge and PC waveguides and demonstrate
the measurement of the phase and amplitude of the

propagating fields in silicon-based photonic devices
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at the 1.55 �m wavelength.13 The obtained results
are in good agreement with predicted values, illus-
trating the viability of the technique as a method for
investigating the complex amplitude of optical fields
as they propagate inside the waveguides, and could
have a significant effect on the understanding and
development of nanostructured optical devices.

In the present setup, the source is a semiconductor
cw laser operating in a wavelength band around
1.55 �m. The cantilevered tapered fiber probe has an
aperture of 200 nm and is scanned in tapping mode.
This scanning technique reduces lateral interaction
forces and is particularly advantageous for the inves-
tigation of silicon membranes or other fragile
samples having abrupt topographical changes.

First, we characterize a standard ridge waveguide.
This device is fabricated using a silicon-on-insulator
wafer with an approximately 290 nm thick silicon
guiding layer on a 1 �m thick oxide layer. The wave-
guide structure consists of 10 �m wide input and out-
put sections, a 0.5 �m wide section at the center, and
linearly tapered sections in between to connect them.
The oxide separation layer under the thin central
section of the waveguide is undercut, resulting in an
air-bridge structure.

The detected topography, amplitude, and phase for
1.55 �m light with polarization orthogonal to the

substrate plane propagating in a 25 �m long seg-
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ment of the wide section of the waveguide are shown
in Fig. 1. Comparison of the amplitude map [Fig.
1(b)] with the topography [Fig. 1(a)] clearly shows
good confinement of the light in the waveguide re-
gion. The phase map [Fig. 1(c)] confirms the same ob-
servation and shows a planar phase front, indicating
that most of the light propagates in the fundamental
mode. The Fourier transform of the measured com-
plex amplitude along the propagation direction
shows the strongest frequency component—
corresponding to the dominant propagating mode—to
have an effective wavelength of approximately
0.57 �m, very close to the predicted value of 0.61 �m
for the fundamental TM-like mode.

In Fig. 2, we report measurements performed on
the narrow air-bridge section of the waveguide. The
topography [Fig. 2(a)] shows that part of the ridge
and the initial part of the output taper are included
in the scan. The amplitude [Fig. 2(b)] and phase [Fig.
2(c)] images show that the light is once again well
confined in the waveguide. The spacing of the phase
fronts in the taper section [top portion of Fig. 2(c)]
can be seen to be different from in the air-bridge sec-
tion. The periodic oscillations in the amplitude of Fig.
2(b) are due to a Fabry–Perot standing wave pattern
in the waveguide. The Fourier transform of the com-
plex amplitude data for the narrow waveguide sec-
tion (excluding the taper) shows that the effective
wavelength of the propagating mode is 0.77 �m. Nu-
merical simulation of the waveguide design yields
0.76 �m for the effective wavelength. The excellent
agreement between the predicted and measured op-
tical propagation characteristics demonstrates the

Fig. 1. SNOM images of a 25 �m long segment of the wide
(10 �m width) section of the tapered ridge waveguide
showing (a) topography, (b) amplitude, and (c) phase
measurements.

Fig. 2. SNOM images of a 25 �m long segment of the ta-
pered and air bridge (0.5 �m width) sections of the ridge
waveguide device showing (a) topography, (b) amplitude, (c)
and phase measurements.
capability of this heterodyne SNOM to characterize
photonic devices operating in the 1.55 �m wave-
length regime.

Next, we apply the heterodyne SNOM to the char-
acterization of PC waveguides. The PC lattice con-
sists of a square array of microfabricated cylindrical
holes in a thin silicon membrane surrounded by air.
The design parameters of the PC structure are lattice
constant a=496 nm, hole radius r=190 nm, and slab
thickness t=290 nm. These values are chosen to give
rise to a TE-like (in-plane polarization) photonic
bandgap for wavelengths around 1.5 �m. The wave-
guide is formed by eliminating a single row of holes
such that the propagating modes are confined within
the defect. Two different PC devices are studied, a
straight waveguide and a 90° bend. To facilitate in-
jection of light into the waveguide, tapered ridge
waveguides identical to the previous example are
used.

The straight (PC) waveguide device, shown in Fig.
3(a), has a length of 30 �m. In previous work using
this device, high transmission efficiency was mea-
sured in the wavelength range of 1530 to 1590 nm,
efficient coupling from the ridge waveguide to the PC
waveguide was observed, and the propagation loss in
the PC waveguide was estimated to be of the order of
25 dB/mm.14,15 Using the heterodyne SNOM, we ob-
serve over 14 �m the amplitude and phase of light
with wavelength 1560 nm propagating through the
structure, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respec-
tively. In the amplitude image we observe a confined
propagating mode along the defect guide. A weak sig-
nal can be detected in the PC region around the de-
fect guide indicating that a small amount of light is
leaking into the PC. The phase image clearly shows a
distinct phase front corresponding to the propagating
mode inside the defect guide. The horizontal wave-
front profile indicates that most of the light is propa-
gating in the first defect mode having an even trans-
verse symmetry, this being expected according to the
modal analysis discussion in Ref. 15.

The last example is a PC waveguide with a 90°
bend, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The measured amplitude
and phase of light with a wavelength of 1550 nm

Fig. 3. Straight PC waveguide: (a) top-view scanning elec-
tron microscope image of the device (the square outline in-
dicates the approximate SNOM measurement area); (b)
SNOM amplitude measurement of the propagating mode in
the waveguide over an area of 7 �m�14 �m; (c) SNOM

phase measurement.
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propagating in the waveguide are shown in Figs. 4(b)
and 4(c), respectively. Good confinement of the light
in the waveguide channel is observed in both straight
waveguide segments. In addition, in the input arm of
the device (propagating up from the bottom of the fig-
ure), the dominant mode corresponds to the first de-
fect mode having an even transverse symmetry, while
the more complex variations in the transverse field
profile in the output arm suggest a superposition of
multiple modes having even and odd transverse sym-
metry. Simulations have shown that coupling to
higher-order modes in the PC corner occurs due to
the broken symmetry at the corner.15 Finally, in the
region of the waveguide bend, significant penetration
of the light into the PC lattice is observed. A signifi-
cantly higher amplitude signal is detected by the
SNOM in this region because of two mechanisms:
first, the corner region acts as a resonant cavity, re-
sulting in a significantly higher field amplitude in-
side; and second there is significantly greater leakage
or scattering of light from the vicinity of the corner,
as compared with the straight waveguides. These
preliminary measurements on the PC waveguides
demonstrate the capabilities of the technique; how-
ever, a more comprehensive investigation of the opti-
cal propagation characteristics in such structures re-
quires further study.

We have demonstrated the direct observation of
the amplitude and phase of an optical field propagat-
ing in ridge and PC silicon on insulator–based
waveguides for wavelengths around 1.55 �m by use
of heterodyne SNOM. These results are consistent
with predicted values from previous numerical or far-
field experimental studies. These results also show
the usefulness of the heterodyne SNOM as an inves-
tigative and diagnostic tool in the study of optical
propagation in nanostructures, in particular in cases
where subwavelength-scale and near-field effects are
important. In the future, this technique can be ap-
plied to a wide range of PC and other nanostructure-
based photonic devices, facilitating the improved un-
derstanding of nanoscale optical phenomena and the
design and optimization of nanostructured photonic
devices and systems.
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